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This practical and engaging first Spanish dictionary introduces basic conjugation principles and the
most common irregular verbs. • Includes an A-Z dictionary • Features colorful scenes with bilingual
labels • 2,000 words to get you started in Spanish
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Maldarbaq
My 7 year old really likes this! It has so many words and is easy to use. He's learning Spanish in
school so he likes to use it to cross-reference his home activities.
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Swiang
I LOVE this book. I got it for my daugther (then 1.5 year old--now she's 2) and she will even use this
as her bedtime book, she likes it so much. It has realistic pictures (a huge plus). It also has neat little
factoids like "Todos los colores son una mezcla de rojo, amarillo, y azul" and then the translation in
English(all colors are a mixture or red, yellow, and blue). It also asks questions relevant to the
page's theme like "te gustan las bebidas calientes o frias" on the page that talks about opposites. It's
a great segue to a discussion, if one is so inclined to use it with children.
They inlcude the pronunciation key right next to the word and like I said the illustrations are rich,
colorful, and realistic photos. In the back is the English A-z and Spanish A-z dictionary (both are
color coded, so they're easy to find). Also has a Verbs dictionary, as well, along with useful phrases
section such as "my name is" or the months of the year, etc. I would highly recommend this to any
person, regardless of age, who wants to know some basic Spanish. Wished I had this book in high
school. I definitely like it better than "My First Spanish Word Book" (although I do like that one, too)
and a 1000 times better than "My Big Book of Spanish Words" (hate the illustrations in that one!)
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IWantYou
Great for kids. For adult language learning, get the adult version of this idea by the same company,
which is excellent and fun to browse though while waiting for appointments, etc.
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nadness
Its full of bright photos and clear lettering. My daughter is in Spanish immersion Kindergarten, so it
is fun to own. It is organized by topic, so not always useful a quick reference dictionary. We head to
Google for that. But she enjoys just reading the words, and browsing the photos.
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Jogas
Wanted to get a starting dictionary for a 6 year who is reasonably fluent in Spanish. This book is
good for that age group becase it clusters words by situation rather than alphabetically. Kitchen
words for example or clothing.
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Molace
Well-organized, great variety, and good picture quality. Se ve muy claro!
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Vudomuro
Really great. Pictures have English and Spanish words for the item, plus a pronunciation spelling.
There is also and A to Z index in English and another in Spanish. We could not be happier with this
purchase!
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Nice Spanish dictionary full of bright and fun pictures. Not really a reference book but more of a fun
way to learn the language for kids.
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